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Empty Subjects in Finnish and Hebrew
Abstract
Unlike the traditionally discussed language types which either allow subject NP omission throughout (as do
Italian and Chinese) or not at all (English or Swedish), the two languages described here are mixed languages.
In Hebrew and Finnish, subject NPs can be omitted in certain persons or tenses, but not in others. In these
languages omission of 1st and 2nd person subjects is common (as in Italian and Chinese), but in the 3rd
person an overt subject NP is required (as in English and Swedish). This situation holds for all tenses in
Finnish, and for tenses other than the present tense in Hebrew, where a subject NP is required in all persons.
The contribution of this paper is to provide an analysis of null subjects which both covers the complicated
mixed systems of Hebrew and Finnish and extends to the systems of null subjects traditionally discussed in
the literature. The analysis is based on the idea that the syntactic position of subject-verb agreement features
varies cross-linguistically, and even within a language. Thus, in the English-type languages an overt subject is
required to license the subject position, whereas in the Italian-type languages subject-verb agreement features
occupy the subject position, and no overt subject NP is required. In Finnish and Hebrew, these features occur
in the subject position in the 1st and 2nd person, but not in the 3rd person. In both languages, the agreement
paradigm provides independent evidence for such an analysis, in that the 1st and 2nd person agreement
suffixes resemble the corresponding pronouns, but the 3rd person suffixes do not bear such a resemblance.
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  Introduction
Under the traditional de nitions of pro drop and non pro drop languages Hebrew and Finnish are
mixed languages In these languages subject NPs can be omitted in certain persons or tenses but
not in others The analysis provided in the present paper to account for these unusual null subject
patterns is based on the idea that the syntactic position of subjectverb agreement features varies
crosslinguistically and even within a language The contribution of this paper is to provide an
analysis of null subjects which i covers the complicated mixed systems of Hebrew and Finnish
Sections  ii extends to the systems of null subjects traditionally discussed in the literature
Section  and iii suggests a way of characterizing the interaction between syntactic and discourse
factors in the context of NP subject omission Sections  and 	 The analysis of null subject
distribution in Hebrew and Finnish takes into account a morphological generalization namely the
fact that the agreement su
xes in both languages are phonologically related to the corresponding
pronouns in exactly those persons where subject omission is possible
In Hebrew past and future tenses  which are inected for tense number person and gender
 and in all tenses of Finnish
 
 rst and second person subjects are optional in the third person
however an overt subject is required as shown in examples ab for Finnish Vainikka 
and in examples ab for Hebrew Borer  In the Hebrew present tense where there is no
person marking subject pronouns are obligatory cf Table  In other words Finnish and Hebrew
past and future tense are prodrop languages with respect to some persons  rst and second and
nonprodrop elsewhere third person
a  Nousi junaan 
step  PAST  SG train  ILL
He stepped on the train
b Nousin junaan 
step PAST  SG train ILL
I stepped on the train
 
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 
Two dialects of Finnish will be considered in this paper the dialect based on the written language
 referred to
here as Standard Finnish
 and the spoken Tampere dialect as acquired by the  rst author in the s
 referred to
as Colloquial Finnish	 Finnish will refer to Standard Finnish unless otherwise noted	

a  Ala al ha rakevet 
stepped  PAST  SGM on the  train
He stepped on the train
b Aliti al ha rakevet 
step PAST  SG on the train
I stepped on the train
Table 
Obligatory S vs optional S subject NPs in Hebrew

and Finnish
sg sg sg pl pl pl
Hebrewpast  future S S S S S S
Hebrewpresent S S S S S S
Standard Finnish S S S S S S
 Previous syntactic approaches
  Licensing and identication
Beginning with Rizzis seminal work on the null subject parameter  and Hyams analysis
of null subjects in child language   a twofold distinction between languages has been
maintained languages that allow null subjects such as Italian and Spanish prodrop and those
that do not such as English nonprodrop In order to account for the distribution of empty
subjects in both types of languages Rizzi  proposed that null subjects occur when two
conditions are satis ed licensing and identication Licensing concerns the syntactic conditions
under which NP subjects can be omitted while identi cation deals with the recoverability of the
referent of the missing NP An account of Hebrew along these lines has been provided by Borer
 this will be discussed in more detail in Section 
The existence of languages such as Chinese in which there is no overt agreement marking  but
yet they exhibit subject omission  motivated a further distinction between languages That is
we  nd i null subject languages with rich agreement Italian ii null subject languages with no
agreement Chinese and iii languages with partial agreement which do not allow subject omission
English To account for this threeway distinction Jaeggli  Sa r  proposed that subject
omission is related to the uniformity of the morphological paradigm A paradigm is morphologically
uniform if all or none of the entries in the paradigm bear overt inectional morphology It was
suggested that languages with such uniform paradigms allow subject omission whereas languages
with mixed paradigms require overt NP subjects
   Recoverability of the referent
The intuitive idea corresponding to Rizzis notion of identi cation is that subjects can be omitted
if one can tell from the agreement marking who the subject NP would refer to That is the subject

The distribution of null subjects in the Hebrew future tense although similar to the past tense
 is somewhat more
complicated we will return to this in Section 		

can be left out if subjectverb agreement is su
ciently rich such that the referent of the subject
can be recovered without an overt subject
A simple functional explanation according to which the grammatical subject can only be omit
ted if its referent can be otherwise identi ed would indeed explain the pattern of omission in the
classical prodrop languages such as Italian and Spanish It would likewise account for the distri
bution of null subjects in the Hebrew present tense as it would in most cases in English Since
person agreement features are not overtly marked in English nor in the Hebrew present tense the
agreement morphology does not convey enough information to pick out the referent of the subject
A further re nement of the functional notion of recoverability might also explain the null subject
pattern in Finnish and in the Hebrew past and future tense One could maintain that the  rst
and second person subjects are optional because the exact referents  the speaker and the hearer
in the exchange  can be determined given the agreement a
x at least in the singular in the
third person however the referent is much less easily determinable since in the absence of further
contextual information based on the syntactic information contained in the person features the
rd person referent could be anyone that is not the speaker or the hearer at the moment cf Ariel

Note however that such considerations do not aect the syntax of NP subject omission in
Italiantype languages see discussion in Section 	 Furthermore the notion of recoverability does
not begin to explain the null subject pattern in German where the  rst and second person a
xes
are unique and rich and yet an overt thematic subject is required a similar pattern obtains in
Colloquial Finnish Vainikka  and Section 

The analysis that we will propose for the mixed patterns of Finnish and Hebrew makes crucial
syntactic use of the dierence between  rst and second persons and third person in terms of their
referential properties
  Economy of Projection
In an attempt to remove conditions that are speci c to null subjects from the grammar and in
order to avoid the arbitrary determination of functional heads that could license null subjects in
various languages Speas   has proposed a new theory of null subjects based on licensing
syntactic positions The relevant principle of Economy of Projection is given in   Speas

 Project XP only if XP has content
The principle in  amounts to saying that either the head position or the speci er position must
be  lled Speas further de nes having content as involving either a distinct phonological matrix
or a distinct semantic matrix 	 where distinct refers to elements within a projection
itself and not in its complement
Speas basic idea with regard to null subjects is the following null subjects are possible if the
SpecAgrP position is not required to satisfy any grammatical conditions For example in the
Italiantype languages AGR contains phonetic material ie an agreement su
x and therefore
the condition in  is satis ed without the SpecAgrP position In the Englishtype languages
no agreement morpheme is basegenerated in AGR subjects cannot therefore be omitted because
the SpecAgrP position must be  lled in order to ful l condition  Finally if a language has

Hyams  Wexler  show that a recoverabilityfromcontext type explanation does not account for the
distribution of null subjects in child language
 either	

no agreement marking at all an AgrP projection is not projected and therefore nothing requires
an overt subject to be realized this gives rise to the Chinesetype pattern where null subjects are
possible in the absence of agreement morphology The subject position in such languages is the
SpecTP position but since the head of this position Tense is  lled by semantic tense features
the SpecTP position may remain empty
  Strong vs weak agreement
Speas  points out some clear empirical problems with Morphological Uniformity as de ned
by Jaeggli  Sa r  She notes that neither Swedish nor Russian allow null subjects although
both have a uniform paradigm Swedish with consistently lacking personnumber marking Russian
with overt marking of person and number features Similarly Rohrbacher  points out that
although both European Portuguese and Brazilian Portuguese have a uniform agreement paradigm
only the European variety of Portuguese allows null subjects Furthermore a similar observation
was made by Vainikka  concerning Colloquial Finnish although the language has a uniformly
rich agreement paradigm it does not allow null subjects
Speas   makes use of the notion of strong vs weak agreement as de ned by
Rohrbacher  according to whom a language has strong agreement if the features st and
nd are distinctively marked in at least one number and the feature sg is distinctively marked
in at least one person Rohrbacher suggests that languages with strong agreement have an AGR
head in which the inectional a
xes are basegenerated see type a below In languages with
weak agreement on the other hand inectional morphology is already attached to the stem prior
to lexical insertion and the AGR position is empty as in b Speas complements these types
with c arriving at the following descriptive generalization  Speas  notes in square
brackets added by us

a A language has null subjects if AGR is basegenerated with a morpheme in it Italian
b A language cannot have null subjects if AGR ie the corresponding su
x is
basegenerated on the verb English
c A language has null subjects if it has no AGR Chinese
Speas claims that despite the lack of overt marking on the verb Swedish is a language with weak
agreement where inection is basegenerated on the verb rather than heading its own functional
projection and therefore Swedish falls in category b According to Speas Swedish should be
analyzed as having weak agreement  as opposed to lacking an AgrP altogether  due to the
existence of participial agreement and other agreement phenomena
Speas  briey discusses the problem posed for any notion of a uniform paradigm
by the mixed null subject system in the Hebrew past and future tense She tentatively suggests
that the a
xes in the  rst and second person might really be incorporated pronouns Under her
suggestion Hebrew has an AgrP projection which is basegenerated empty in both the past and the
present tense due to weak agreement Thus overt subjects are required in both tenses in order
to satisfy  The apparent empty subjects in the past tense actually involve overt pronouns that
have been incorporated into the verb the obligatoriness of these elements has not been accounted
for
As mentioned above Colloquial Finnish along with Russian forms a counterexample to Jaeggli
 Sa rs original criterion of uniformity since it is a nonprodrop language regardless of its rich

and uniform agreement paradigm Furthermore under the RohrbacherSpeas criterion of strong
agreement both dialects of Finnish exhibit strong agreement and are therefore predicted to allow
null subjects throughout just like Italian and Spanish in fact neither dialect is a regular prodrop
language
While we agree with the general thrust of Speas model  involving the use of syntactic licensing
to replace the Null Subject Parameter  we will pursue a related yet distinct approach to the
connection between subjectverb agreement and null subjects in Hebrew and Finnish
  Null subjects in child language
Recent proposals in the context of empty subjects in child language include Hyams  Hoekstra
 Roeper  Rohrbacher  and Sano  Hyams  Both Roeper  Rohrbacher 
and Sano  Hyams  associate the distribution of null subjects in early child language with
 niteness and verb raising According to Sano  Hyams the underspeci cation of INFL features
and hence of verb raising is responsible for the null subject phenomenon in early child language
Roeper  Rohrbacher  on the other hand extend Speas  proposal further to apply
to child English and suggest that null subjects are licensed in the SpecVP position in the absence
of the functional projection IP cf also Rohrbacher  Vainikka  for a similar proposal in
child German Hyams  Hoekstra  attempt to explain various properties of child language
including the distribution of null subjects as being the consequence of the underspeci cation of
number features an underspeci ed Number Projection in their view eects the interpretation of
TP and DP which in turn inuences the distribution of null subjects
A detailed analysis of the acquisition literature on this topic is beyond the scope of this paper
but see Levy  Vainikka in preparation however to the extent that these proposals relate to
the distribution of NP subject omission in adult language it will become clear in the following
sections that neither  niteness nor tense nor number features can account for the patterns found
in adult Hebrew or Finnish
 The proposal for NP subject omission
Recall that since Rizzi  the intuition behind the optionality of NP subjects in many of
the worlds languages has involved syntactic licensing along with a requirement concerning the
identi cation of the NP referent We contend that licensing and identi cation are not unrelated
rather identi cation which is essentially a pragmatic concern is in fact reected in the syntax
aecting the issue of licensing as well
Table  speci es the features adopted here for person and number features such as gender and
animacy are not reected here
Table 
Personnumber features
sg sg sg pl pl pl
speaker speaker speaker speaker speaker speaker
hearer hearer hearer hearer hearer hearer
plural plural plural plural plural plural

The speaker and hearer features born by the  rst and second person are strongly
referential in that they pick out a unique referent in the world for the subject NP We propose
that due to this characteristic Universal Grammar UG allows for the possibility of representing
these features in the subject position along with NP subjects provided that there is a discernable
phonological connection between st and nd person pronouns and the AGRrelated a
x In fact it
is possible that the subject position is the unmarked position for such strongly referential features
Third person forms on the other hand lack strongly referential features and thus occur in AGR
in the unmarked case
Applying this idea to Finnish and Hebrew it will be argued that since they can guarantee
identi cation of the subject NP  rst and second person features occupy the subject position
in these languages as shown in  intermediate functional projections omitted That is the
speakerhearer features are basegenerated in the SpecVP position  where they are as
signed a thetarole and in general behave like other NP subjects  and raise to the SpecAgrP
position On the other hand due to lack of strong referentiality third person features are base
generated in AGR rather than in the subject position
  AgrP
 
Spec Agr
  
st	nd
 Agr VP
  
rd
 Spec V
 
V NP
Since overt third person subjects are required in Finnish and Hebrew thetarole assignment
to the features in AGR need not be posited Thetarole assignment occurs as usual to positions
within the VP assuming that the third person overt subjects are basegenerated in the SpecVP
position following the bynow standard VPInternal Subject Hypothesis cf eg Sportiche 
Kitagawa  Diesing 
It appears that the behavior of the rd person subjects is most crucial in determining a language
type with respect to null subjects in that a language in which rd person subjects are omitted allows
subject omission throughout This situation is presumably derivable from the referential properties
of the rd person as compared to the strongly referential st and nd person According to our
analysis personnumber features are located in the subject position in languages which allow rd
person subject omission as exempli ed by Italian and Chinese cf Sections  and 	 for further
discussion of languages other than Hebrew and Finnish such as German Swedish Russian and
Chinese On the other hand if rd person subjects cannot normally be omitted in the language
this indicates that at least some of the relevant features occupy the AGR position rather than
the subject position An example of a language where all the relevant features occur in AGR is
English where the SpecAgrP must thus always be  lled by an overt NP A further distinction
is made between the Englishtype languages and the HebrewFinnishtype languages conditioned
upon the presence or absence of a phonological relatedness that holds between inectional a
xes
and pronouns as will be described in Sections  and 
The distinction between person features in terms of syntactic position will account for the
NP subject omission patterns attested in Hebrew and Finnish given certain assumptions about

syntactic derivation These involve Chomskys  Checking Theory and a principle of licensing
 to be described below which guarantee the appropriate surface realization of overt and null NP
subjects in the present system
According to Chomskys Checking Theory verb forms are inserted into the VP fully inected
and their features are checked against the features in the functional heads Subjectverb agreement
is controlled by referential N features which the NP subject the AGR head and the inected
verb form bear Note that all personnumber combinations bear Chomskys Nfeatures whether
strongly referential or not in the sense described above
Modifying Speas principle of licensing cf Section  and in line with Vainikka 
we propose the following principle of licensing syntactic positions
 In order to be licensed both the head and the speci er of a syntactic position must be  lled
by phonetic or semantic material at some level of representation
Most crucial for the current proposal the principle in  applies to the AgrP projection in
order to be projected both the head and the speci er position of this projection need to be  lled
Note that this contrasts with Speas proposal according to which either the head or the speci er
must be  lled However both Speas principle and principle  allow the Extended Projection
Principle  according to which all clauses must have subjects  to be replaced with a more general
principle of licencing syntactic positions
Under our proposal third person features in Finnish and Hebrew are checked in the usual
manner The verb with its a
xes and features raises to AGR where the features of the verb
are checked Furthermore the Nfeatures on the verb agree with the corresponding features of the
subject NP in SpecAgrP verifying subjectverb agreement On the other hand since the  rst
and second person features are located in SpecAgrP the AGR position in this situation contains
no person or number features Yet the two positions are coindexed due to Spechead agreement
Given verb raising the features of the verb are checked against the features in SpecAgrP by virtue
of the coindexation relationship between AGR and its speci er position
After a detailed discussion of Finnish and Hebrew in the following two sections Section 
provides analyses of null subjects patterns in other languages The  nal discussion section will
make some suggestions concerning the interaction between syntax and discourse in determining
referentiality These suggestions will be relevant to our understanding of the phenomenon of NP
subject omission in the Chinesetype languages which lack overt realization of AGR features and
yet allow NP subject omission given appropriate discourse conditions
 Finnish
 Syntactic background
Finnish is an agglutinative language with mixed word order although headinitial structures pre
dominate especially in the verbal domain cf Vainikka  In simple declarative sentences
the verb occurs in the second position preceding the temporal adverb position and following the
subject NP as exempli ed in 	a However when a phrase is questioned or topicalized as in 	b
the verb ends up in the third position  making Finnish a nonV language For an overview of
various aspects of Finnish syntax see Vainikka 
	
	a Pekka muistaa yleensa vastaukset 
NOM remember  PRES  SG usually answers ACC
Pekka usually remembers the answers
	b Minka vastauksen Pekka muistaa aina
which ACC question ACC NOM remember  PRES  SG always
Which answer does Pekka usually remember
In general the  nite verb raises to AGR but not to C Various versions of a splitINFL tree
Pollock  have been proposed for Finnish Mitchell  Holmberg etal  Vainikka
 The proposals agree on three projections beneath the CP projection although slightly
dierent names are used These projections are from top to bottom i AgrP ii NegP and
iii TP This ordering of functional projections captures the fact that negation is expressed as a
verb which bears subjectverb agreement but no other inection cf  and the corresponding
structure in  in negative sentences the main verb bears tense but no agreement morphology
 En muistanut vastausta 
neg  SG remember PAST answer  PAR
I did not remember the answer
  AgrP
 
Spec Agr
  
NP Agr NegP
   
pro
 en Spec Neg
  
NP Neg TP
   
t t Spec T
  
NP T VP
   
t muistanut Spec V
  
NP V NP
  
t t vastausta
An existing proposal for the distribution of null subjects in Finnish is contained in Vainikka
 According to this analysis agreement a
xes are anaphors which in the rd person are
bound by an overt NP and in the  rst and second person are bound by the speakerhearer features

As will become clearer in the sections to follow the approach developed in the present work  which

Like null subjects
 null possessors in Finnish are only possible in the  rst and second person
 whereas an overt NP
possessor is required as the binder of the possessive sux in the third person	 Analyzing the possessive construction
in Finnish under the present approach is a subject of future research	

is formulated without reference to principles of the Binding Theory  has broader crosslinguistic
appeal than the previous approach of Vainikka 
  Subject omission in the rst and second person
As already observed in traditional grammars  rst and second person subject pronouns are usually
omitted in Finnish as shown in  but not third person subjects Setala 
a Jaan kotiin jos pyydat kauniisti 
remain PRES  SG home  ILL if ask  PRES  SG nicely
Ill stay home if you ask nicely
b Kun soititte olimme juuri kaupassa 
when call PAST  PL be PAST  PL just store  INE
When you called we were just at the store
c Jukka lahtee jos han saa kutsun 
NOM leave PRES  SG if he NOM get PRES  SG invitationACC
Jukka will go if he gets an invitation
To account for the possibility of subject omission in the  rst and second person our claim is
 as outlined in Section   that the relevant speakerhearer features are basegenerated in the
SpecVP position and subsequently raised to SpecAgrP That is these strongly referential
features occupy the subject position throughout the derivation in languages with a special type of
agreement paradigm as described below in Section  for Finnish and in Section  for Hebrew
Once the feature bundle has been raised to SpecAgrP  as a typical subject NP would  the
SpecAgrP position is licensed satisfying our licensing principle in  The  rst and second
person features in SpecAgrP can also be overtly realized as a subject pronoun

The  nite verb
with its basegenerated a
xes cf Chomsky  raises to AGR where its features are checked
against SpecAgrP and thereby the AGR position is also licensed
 Overt subjects in the third person
In the third person an overt NP subject is required as shown in 
a Kun han soitti he soivat juuri aamiaista 
when he call PAST  SG they eat  PAST  PL just breakfast
When he called they were just eating breakfast
b  Kun soitti soivat juuri aamiaista 
when call PAST  SG eat PAST  PL just breakfast
When he called they were just eating breakfast
Since the third person Nfeatures are not strongly referential ie they are insu
cient for unique
identi cation of the NP referent they are basegenerated in AGR rather than in the subject po
sition That is the third person features in Finnish have the the distribution usually assumed for
personnumber features in general The SpecAgrP position however is empty at DStructure

It is unclear whether an overt subject pronoun in the  rst and second person has the same status as in the
familiar prodrop languages such as Spanish
 or whether  like Hebrew  an overt pronoun is stylistically unmarked	
Judgments with regard to this question are mixed
 possibly because of interference with the way overt pronouns are
used in Colloquial Finnish	

An overt subject NP raised from the SpecVP to the SpecAgrP position will satisfy  by pro
viding a phonetically realized  ller and we have an explanation for why subjects are obligatory in
the rd person
To summarize the discussion so far the personnumber features in the  rst and second person
are strongly referential and occupy the subject position in Finnish whereas the third person
features occupy the usual verbal position Since the subject position would otherwise be empty
and all positions need to be  lled by something given the licensing principle in  an overt
subject NP is required in the third person
However in Finnish something other than a subject NP can occur in the SpecAgrP position
as exempli ed in 

In this case the subject NP raises only to SpecTP or possibly remains
in SpecVP cf Holmberg  Assuming the SpecTP location of the postverbal subject the
corresponding structure is provided in 
 Nopan loysi Maija lipaston alta 
die ACC find PAST  SG NOM chest GEN under
Maija found the die under the chest
  AgrP
 
Spec Agr
  
NP Agr TP
   
nopan loysi Spec T
  
NP T VP
   
Maija t Spec V
  
NP V PP
   
t t NP P
 
lipaston alta
Thus the licencing requirement in  is satis ed with respect to the SpecAgrP position even
when the subject does not raise to that position as long as some XP occupies the SpecAgrP
position The subject NP is presumably required in structures such as  in order to license the
SpecTP position

In constructions such as  feature checking along with Nominative Case
assignment would have to obtain under a government relationship between the  nite verb in AGR
and the postverbal subject or possibly through Spechead agreement in the TP

See Vilkuna  for a thorough description of such structures
 and Vainikka  for arguments that the
subject does not occupy the SpecCP position in constructions such as 
 based on the distribution of WHelements
and topicalization	

In examples such as a where the subject NP has raised all the way to SpecAgrP
 it will have occupied the
SpecTP position at an earlier point in the derivation
 thereby licensing both SpecAgrP and SpecTP	

 Position and form of agreement features
The proposed distinction in the syntactic position of the various personnumber features is reected
in the morphosyntax of the subjectverb agreement paradigm as can be seen in Table 
Table 
Subjectverb agreement and personal pronouns in Standard Finnish
sg sg sg pl pl pl
agrsu
x n t V mme tte vAt
pronoun mina sina han me te he
As pointed out by LHakulinen 		 the agreement su
xes are phonologically related
to the corresponding  rst and second person pronouns with the SG pronoun reconstructed as
 tina given a a general tisi rule in Finnish phonology whereas this is not the case in the
third person Since according to our analysis the  rst and second person features occupy the
subject position it is not surprising to  nd a phonological similarity between the a
xes and the
corresponding subject pronouns No such similarity is expected in the third person since the
agreement features never occupy a subject position
 Hebrew
 Syntactic background
Hebrew is an SVO language where the  nite verb normally raises to INFL Borer  in press
Shlonsky  Hazout   and as exempli ed in   although there are some constructions
in which the VSO order is found as a residue of the basic VSO order in Classical Hebrew

Hazout
 argues that the VSO order attested in the verbal gerund construction involves verb raising
exceptionally high in the tree to COMP For the purposes of this paper only the AgrP projection
 the equivalent of IP under Pollocks  SplitINFL Hypothesis  and the usual verb raising
to AGR will be considered thus intermediate functional projections have been omitted in the
structure 
 Peter zoxer et ha tshuva
NOM remember PRES  SGM ACC the  answer
Peter remembers the answer

Doron  has proposed that even Modern Hebrew is a VSO language	

 	 AgrP
 
Spec Agr
  
NP Agr VP
   
Peter zoxer Spec V
  
NP V NP
 
t et hatshuva
The distribution of null subjects in Hebrew has been described and analyzed in various articles
by Borer most notably Borer  and  Borers analysis will be compared to ours in
Section  below Following the VPInternal Subject Hypothesis we take the Hebrew NP subjects
to be basegenerated in the SpecVP position where they are assigned a thetarole and from
where they raise to the usual surface subject position the SpecAgrP
Each of the Hebrew tenses has a dierent subjectverb agreement paradigm due to the port 
manteau nature of Hebrew inectional morphology where tense person number and gender are
typically conated into a single a
x
  Past and future tense
As example  shows overt subjects are not required in the  rst and second person in the Hebrew
past and future tense

a Halaxti itxa ki racita
go PAST  SG with you because want  PAST  SGM
I went with you because you wanted
b Elex itxa im tirce
go FUT  SG with you if want FUT  SGM
I will go with you if you want
Analogously to what has just been proposed for Finnish  rst and second person agreement features
 being strongly referential speakerhearer features  are basegenerated in the subject position
the SpecVP in the Hebrew past and future tense again as shown in the next section there is a
discernable phonological connection between the st and nd person pronouns and the agreement
a
xes The feature bundle then raises to the SpecAgrP position in order to satisfy the licensing
principle in  and the inected verb raises to AGR
 	
Rather than being phonetically empty
the  rst and second person features can also be phonetically realized as a pronoun note that overt
pronouns are used in Hebrew without special emphasis or contrast

There is a tendency in Colloquial Hebrew to preserve the  rst person singular subject pronoun in the future
tense this will be addressed in more detail below	
 	
If it turns out to be the case that the NP subject can remain in some lower speci er position in Modern Hebrew

the analysis outlined for such structures in Finnish in the previous section would apply to these cases
 as well	

Unlike the  rst and second person an overt subject NP is required in the third person in both
the past and future tense as shown in 
  
This completely parallels the situation in Finnish
a Hu halax itxa ki racita
he go PAST  SGM with you because want  PAST  SGM
He went with you because you wanted
b  Halax itxa ki racita
go PAST  SGM with you because want PAST  SGM
a Hu yelex itxa im tirce
he go FUT  SGM with you if want  FUT  SGM
He will go with you if you want
b  Y elex itxa im tirce
go FUT  SGM with you if want FUT  SGM
Again due to their failure to be strongly referential the third person features occupy the
AGR position rather than the subject position In order to satisfy the licensing principle in  the
subject position must therefore be  lled by an overt NP subject The overt subject is basegenerated
in the SpecVP raising up to the SpecAgrP position to phonetically  ll that position
 Position and form of the agreement paradigm
As in Finnish the syntactic position of personnumber features is reected in the Hebrew mor
phology Compare the Hebrew past and future paradigms to the corresponding personal pronouns
in Table  the literary feminine plural forms omitted where the corresponding masculine form is
normally used
Table 
Hebrew past and future subjectverb agreement and personal pronouns
sg sgm sgf sgm sgf pl pl pl
past ti ta t  a nu tem u
future e te te i ye te ne te u ye u
pronouns ani ata at hu hi anaxnu atem hem
The  rst and second person agreement a
xes are strongly related to the pronoun forms in the
past tense Similarly there is a partial phonological relationship between these a
xes in the future
tense in the plural while no such relationship is evident in the third person cf Berman 
This pattern supports the analysis according to which the  rst and second person features are
basegenerated in the subject position which is also the position of the pronouns shown in Table
 The third person endings however are basegenerated in AGR and thus would not be expected
to be associated with the pronoun forms
  
Both Literary Hebrew and Biblical Hebrew allow null subjects in the third person
 in speci c constructions	 The
null subjects in Literary Hebrew are arguably instances of Topic Drop
 since the phenomenon is rare in embedded
clauses	 In a narrative construction of Biblical Hebrew
 the subject can be omitted in the third person if a particle
va is adjoined to the verb this particle makes a past tense out of a future tense	 Except for this special construction

third person subjects cannot be omitted in Biblical Hebrew Goldenberg
 personal communication
 March 	

As already mentioned in the  rst person singular of the future tense the subject pronoun is
typically present in spoken Hebrew cf Borer  We take this to be the consequence of
the fact that in the future singular the person distinction is phonetically obliterated between e 
and ye  both are pronounced ye  resulting in the same situation as in the Hebrew present tense
where overt subjects are also obligatory This is what we now turn to
 Present tense
The Hebrew present tense verb does not mark person distinctions but it carries gender and number
information Since the features speaker and hearer are not realized present tense forms
are not strongly referential Consequently the features associated with the present tense verb
forms in Hebrew cannot occupy the subject position Rather the present tense gender and number
features are basegenerated in the AGR position similarly to the third person gender and number
features in the past and future tenses
Subject omission is not possible in the present tense as shown in example  In order to
satisfy the licensing principle in  the subject position must be  lled by an overtly realized NP
subject given that the agreement features of the verb do not occupy the subject position
a Amarti lo she  ata merim et ha kol
say  PAST  SG to him that  you raise PRES  SGM ACC the  voice
b Amarti lo  she merim et ha kol
say  PAST  SG to  him that  raise PRES  SGM ACC the  voice
I said to him that he is raising his voice
This example further shows that even when the matrix clause contains a possible referent lo to
him of the omitted subject subject omission in the embedded clause is not possible cf discussion
in the next section
Note that according to the present analysis the syntactic tree is identical for the present and past
tense of Hebrew a desirable consequence The dierence in the subject omission pattern between
the tenses is explained solely by presence or location of the personnumbergender features
 A comparison of the current analysis with Borer 	
	
To account for NP subject omission in Hebrew Borer   has proposed that the Hebrew
AGR is an anaphor requiring a binder This according to Borer  holds for the past and
future tense whereas in the present tense AGR there is no person slot and thus both binding and
socalled I identication are disallowed in the present tense
The ungrammaticality of subject omission in the third person matrix clauses follows from the
lack of Iidenti cation given impoverished person marking in the third person However as pointed
out by Borer when an NP in the matrix clause is present as a binder a third person subject can
be omitted in an embedded clause past or future tense In 	a there is a binder lo in the
matrix clause while in 	b there is no binder for the embedded AGR and subject omission is
impossible
	a Amarti lo she  yavo iti
say  PAST  SG to him that  come FUT  SGM withme
I said to him that he will come with me

	b  Amarti la she yavo iti
say  PAST  SG to  her that  come FUT  SGM withme
I said to her that he will come with me
However although the pattern for the third person shown in 	 is reminiscent of a binding
pattern it is not an instance of usual anaphoric binding  as also acknowledged by Borer  since
	a would involve binding into a tensed clause This not possible with the regular anaphors in
Hebrew
Furthermore the Finnish data suggest that the null subject distribution pattern shared by
Hebrew and Finnish is distinct from the phenomenon illustrated in 	 In Finnish subject
omission in the third person is not possible even if there is a possible antecedent providing the
referent of the null subject in the matrix clause
a Sanoin hanelle etta han tulee mukaani 
say  PAST  SG to him that he come PRES  SG withme
I said to him that he will come with me
b  Sanoin hanelle etta tulee mukaani 
say  PAST  SG to  him that come PRES  SG withme
The overt subject pronoun han is required in a unlike in the Hebrew counterpart 	a
Under our approach to the Hebrew data the  rst and second person features although not
third are nominal in nature occurring in the subject position Rather than being anaphors they
are regular pronouns as far as the Binding Theory is concerned completely equivalent to their
alternative realizations as an overt subject pronoun However in Hebrew but not in Finnish the
referential Nfeatures on the embedded verb can be exceptionally checked against an NP in the
matrix clause we leave the details of this languagespeci c mechanism open
 Null NP subject patterns in other languages
With respect to null NP subjects languages are divided into the following groups  rst languages
in which null NP subjects can occur in all persons eg Spanish Italian Tamil and Chinese In
these languages personnumber features if they exist occur in the subject position An identifying
characteristic of these languages is the possibility of third person subject omission
Second languages in which thematic third person subjects are used unemphatically and non
contrastively these languages fall into two categories
a those in which the agreement paradigm reveals a pronominal connection in both st
and nd person  but not in rd person  such as Hebrew and Standard Finnish
b those in which no such pronominal connection can be identi ed such as English
Swedish German French Russian and Colloquial Finnish
In the a type languages rd person features are basegenerated in AGR while stnd features
occur in the subject position resulting in a mixed subject omission pattern In the b type
languages all personnumber features occupy a head position and an overt subject is required to
license the subject position


 Languages which allow subject omission in third person
The claim is that UG does not allow for a pattern where omission of referential subject NPs is
possible in the third person but not in the  rst and second person This pattern would require
basegeneration of the third person features in the subject position while the  rstsecond features
would occur in AGR  such a situation would only arise if the third person features were more
referential than the  rst and second person features Using a discourseoriented approach which
posits dierential strength of accessibility of various referential markers Ariel  has come to a
similar conclusion namely that if a language has prodrop it cannot be the case that third person
subjects are omitted while  rst and second person subjects are retained Her reasons much like
ours concern the dierence in accessibility of stnd person referents vs rd person referents
 
Under the approach outlined here the traditional prodrop languages such as Italian and Spanish
represent a situation where all subjectverb agreement features are basegenerated in the SpecVP
position ie the subject position Since the subject position is already  lled by the speaker
hearer features the position is licensed and need not be phonetically  lled However the
features can be overtly realized as a subject pronoun if emphasized or contrasted This results in
the typical null subject pattern in all persons
Languages of this type are the only ones which allow omission of third person subject NPs 
ie subject omission in the third person uniquely characterizes a traditional prodrop language 
as exempli ed in  for Spanish from Jaeggli  Sa r  exa
 Juanel siempre habla de si mismo 
Johnhe always talks about himself
If the language has agreement a
xes as do Italian and Spanish the prediction is that although
the morphological information seems to be a less reliable indicator of a consistent prodrop language
than rd person subject omission such su
xes might tend towards the form of the pronouns in all
persons An example of a prodrop language where almost all agreement su
xes are pronounlike
is the Dravidian language Tamil as shown in Table 
 
Table 
Subjectverb agreement and personal pronouns in Tamil
sg sg sgm sgf pl pl pl
su
x een ai aan aal oom ingal angal
pronoun naan nii avan aval naangal niingal avangal
In addition to the languages with overt personnumber agreement marking there are prodrop
languages of the Chinese type in which  although overt AGR features are lacking  null NP subjects
are allowed subject to pragmatic considerations cf eg Huang  Note that our proposal
covers such languages as well If agreement features are represented at all in the grammar of these
languages the features occupy the subject position If no AgrP is posited following Speas 
 
Pursuing Ariels discourseoriented approach
 Gutman in preparation also suggests that the morphological
relationship that exists between pronouns and AGR in Hebrew and Finnish may account for subject omission	
 
Thanks to Inigo Thomas for providing us with this information	

only positions in lower projections will need to be licensed
 
Given the lack of overt morphology
the issue of identi cation of the missing NP subject in particular as we consider the language
learner must be allocated to the discourse as suggested by Huang  We return to this point
in the  nal section of the paper
Let us now turn to languages which do not allow omission of third person subjects Two
subtypes are found here a the traditional nonprodrop languages eg English and b Finnish
and Hebrew

  Languages which require third person subjects
In languages such as English where subjects are obligatory in all persons we propose that all
personnumber features are basegenerated in an INFLlevel functional head such as AGR
It was suggested above that omission of third person subjects is a unique characteristic of pro
drop languages On the other hand the presence of overt third person subjects does not su
ce
to distinguish Englishtype languages from Finnishtype languages since third person subjects are
required in both language types In such cases it is the agreement paradigm which serves to
distinguish Englishtype languages from Finnishtype languages as follows For languages which
require overt third person subject NPs
 

 if in at least one number
 the st and nd person agreement a
xes are identi able as being derived from the
corresponding pronouns
 while the rd person a
x is identi able as not being derived from the corresponding
pronoun
 then the language is a FinnishHebrew type language with prodrop in stnd and
nonprodrop in rd
 otherwise the language is an Englishtype language traditional nonprodrop
Recall from Tables  and  that the agreement su
xes in the plural st and nd person are
clearly related to the corresponding pronouns in both Finnish and Hebrew while no such connection
is found in the rd person plural The connection between pronouns and a
xes is less obvious in
the singular but can be demonstrated diachronically Let us now turn to a comparison between
Standard Finnish and Colloquial Finnish
 
There is some reason to believe that an IPlevel projection with personnumber features in the subject position
is posited
 since according to Huang  a Chinese embedded sentence cannot have an overt subject unless it
has the possibility of containing auxiliary material	 That is
 the relevant projection might be altogether lacking in
certain embedded clauses
 while others along with matrix clauses contain a projection which houses both auxiliary
elements and an optional subject	
 
 is reminiscent of Rohrbachers  de nition of strong agreement  associated with verb raising  according
to which  rst and second person axes must be distinct in at least one number and number must be distinctively
marked in at least one person	
	
  Colloquial Finnish
The subject omission pattern in Colloquial Finnish is clearly distinct from the Standard Finnish
pattern already described The Colloquial Finnish examples in  reveal that omitting the subject
NP in any person results in an ungrammatical sentence a fact not generally observed although
see Vainikka  for some discussion
Me jannitettiin kauheesti
we worry  PL PAST terribly
We worried terribly
a etta ehri n ks  ma viimeseen junaan 
that reach SGQ I NOM last train
whether I would reach the last train
b etta ehri  ks  sa viimeseen junaan 
that reach SG Q you SGNOM last train
whether you sg would reach the last train
c etta ehti i ks  se viimeseen junaan 
that reach SGPLQ hesheit NOM last train
whether hesheit would reach the last train
d etta ehri taan ks  me viimeseen junaan 
that reach PL Q we NOM last train
whether we would reach the last train
e etta ehri tte  ks  te viimeseen junaan 
that reach PL Q you PLNOM last train
whether you pl would reach the last train
f etta ehti  i ks  ne viimeseen junaan 
that reach SGPLQ they NOM last train
whether they would reach the last train
As shown in  Colloquial Finnish is a consistently nonprodrop language suggesting that
all personnumber features are located in AGR  as opposed to Standard Finnish where only rd
person features are in AGR Consequently the Standard Finnish equivalents of examples ab
and de would be grammatical  and perhaps preferred  without an overt subject
 
The dierences in NP subject omission between the two dialects of Finnish may be accounted
for by the dierences in the agreement morphology Although the paradigms in the two dialects
are similar there are dierences as shown in Table  For convenience Table  lists the subject
pronouns along with the relevant AGR features
 
Various features of the examples in  distinguish them from Standard Finnish the usage of the colloquial
PL sux in the matrix clause
 the vowel quality in the words kauheesti and viimeseen
 the usage of an overt
complementizer ett a in an embedded yesno question
 the realization of the weak grade of the verb ehti a as ehri
rather than ehdi
 the form of the question sux kO in Standard Finnish
 and the form of the PL sux	

Table 
Subjectverb agreement and pronouns in Standard and Colloquial Finnish
sg sg sg pl pl pl
Standard Finnish agr n t V mme tte vAt
Standard Finnish pronouns mina sina han me te he
Colloquial Finnish agr n t V tVVn tte V
Colloquial Finnish pronouns ma sa se me te ne
In Colloquial Finnish the PL a
x no longer reects the form of the corresponding pronoun the
colloquial PL su
x is also the impersonal passive su
x and the original SG form is now used
for both SG and PL The clear pronouna
x connection is thus lacking in the Colloquial Finnish
plural paradigm and  assuming that the reconstructable relationship between SG pronoun and
agreement see discussion after Table  is not su
ciently strong in the singular  there is thus no
number singular or plural where where stnd a
xes are related to the corresponding pronouns
Therefore Colloquial Finnish ends up in the same category as English where all personnumber
features are in AGR and where the subject position must be  lled by an overt NP
  The IndoEuropean nonprodrop languages
Other straightforward nonprodrop languages include the Germanic languages English  where
there are no overt stnd a
xes  and Swedish where there are no overt agreement a
xes
 
Similarly the Romance language French  where the agreement a
xes bear no resemblance to the
pronouns  belongs to this category
 
In the present system these languages reect a grammar
where the  speakerhearer features occupy a head position and therefore the subject position
is  lled in order to satisfy the licensing condition in 
Furthermore German will be considered to be a nonprodrop language of the English and
Swedish type regardless of the fact that it allows null expletives under certain conditions Our
approach to these null expletives would involve considering the possibility that something other
than a subject is occupying the usual subject position in these constructions along the lines argued
by Speas  for Yiddish and German Referential subject NPs cannot be omitted however
this again follows if all of the  speakerhearer features are basegenerated in a functional head
As expected the agreement su
xes in German bear no resemblance to the subject pronouns
Russian appears to fall into the category of the Germanic languages and Colloquial Finnish
since subject pronouns are obligatory Russian agreement a
xes might be construed to show some
resemblance to the pronouns at least in SG  ju SG vs ja I However there is no number
in which both the  rst and the second person a
xes resemble the pronouns and thus Russian 
like English and Colloquial Finnish but unlike Standard Finnish  is a consistently nonprodrop
language
 
Hermon  Yoon  discuss other languages which do not have overt agreement marking
 and yet require overt
subjects Papiamentu
 Duka
 Guyami and Tagalog	 Under the present approach such languages are unproblematic
since they do not allow omission of third person subjects
 they are not prodrop languages
 and since they do not
exhibit the pronoun connection in the agreement paradigm
 they will not be treated as the FinnishHebrew type	
Thus
 by the second clause in 
 these languages are consistently nonprodrop
 exactly as in the case of Swedish	
 
If French subject clitics are treated as agreement axes
 then French would be an instance of a prodrop language
where the agreement axes are basegenerated in the subject position	

Note that under traditional approaches to the null subject phenomenon both Russian and
Colloquial Finnish are problematic since they are nonprodrop languages with rich subjectverb
agreement Under the present approach these two languages are straightforward examples of
agreement a
xes consistently occurring in AGR

 Acquisition considerations
Under the approach developed here agreement morphology  although highly relevant in some
cases  is no longer the single crucial feature which distinguishes for the learner a consistent pro
drop language from a nonprodrop or a mixed prodrop language Rather the crucial trigger is
omission of thematic NP subjects in the third person This will su
ce to distinguish consistent
prodrop languages from other languages Note that since the trigger is claimed to be omission
of third person subjects omission of imperative second person subjects or omission of  rst person
subjects in the English diary drop style do not constitute triggers for a prodrop language
However the presence of third person subject NPs will not as such distinguish language types
 since overt subjects are possible even in prodrop languages  whereas the presence of non
constrastive unemphasized third person subject pronouns will inform the language learner that
the language she is acquiring is not a prodrop language On the other hand a further trigger
is required in order to distinguish the Englishtype nonprodrop languages from the Finnishtype
languages The FinnishHebrew type of subjectverb agreement paradigm can be taken to act as a
trigger for the mixed prodrop language type discussed here while the absence of such morphological
information  along with the absence of the third person omission trigger  leads the language
learner to assume that she is acquiring a consistently nonprodrop language of the common Indo
European type See Levy  Vainikka in preparation for an account of the acquisition of NP
subject omission in Hebrew and Finnish along the lines suggested here
 Concluding remarks
The motivation for the approach to NP subject omission proposed in the current paper is twofold
First our aim was to encode in the syntax the intuition that in languages with rich agreement
morphology agreement marking on the verb in eect functions as a pronominal subject Such an
intuition is evident in much of the previous work on the distribution of null NP subjects
 
The
second more speci c motivation was to oer an analysis which will account for the mixed systems
of languages like Finnish and Hebrew in which conditions upon subject NP omission may dier
among persons and tenses
To summarize the analysis that has been proposed here There are three ways in which person
features can be expressed in the syntax
 Due to their referential nature  rst and second person features may be located in subject
position while third person features are located in AGR provided the agreement pattern
reveals the connection between the pronouns and the a
xes in the stnd person This
situation is found in Finnish and Hebrew
 
This was perhaps most strongly expressed in McCloskey  Hale  in their paper on Irish
 where  although
the classical prodrop analysis is adhered to  the authors in fact express their intuition that for the Irish subset of
verbs that are fully inected the inectional subject behaves for syntactic purposes as if it were an overt pronoun
p		

 In the Englishtype languages all features are located in AGR
 In the Italiantype languages all features are located in the subject position
Assuming that both AGR and its speci er position must be  lled cf the licensing principle
in  it follows that overt subjects are required in English while Italian allows subject omission
throughout The mixed pattern of Finnish and Hebrew  where overt subjects are required only
in the third person  also follows from the position of the features since the subject position must
be  lled just in the situation in which the person features are not in the subject position ie the
third person
This proposal captures the idea that the fully speci ed AGR features might in fact occupy the
subject position It further suggests that the pragmatic notion of speakerhearer and the dierence
that exists in identifying  rst and second person referents vs third person referents within a
given discourse may  nd a formal expression within syntax Note however that not all languages
indeed encode this distinction syntactically An objection may be raised therefore concerning
the generality which is expected when pragmatic principles are thought to be operating Arent
discourse related considerations typically expected to apply across languages in uniform ways For
example if recoverability of the speci c NP referent is aecting NP subject omission such that
there is a dierence between stnd and rd in terms of presence or absence of an explicit NP
subject then  so the argument goes  one would expect to  nd this dierence crosslinguistically
ie there should not be languages of the Italian type in which such dierences among the persons
do not arise
However it might be argued that this is not the right way to look at the operation of pragmatic
principles Rather the generality is to be found in the need to resolve pragmatic concerns such
as Who are the referents of the NPs in a sentence What is their role in the discourse Such
concerns should indeed apply to all languages yet the resolution of pragmatic issues need not be
uniform crosslinguistically any more than one might expect syntactic principles to have invariant
manifestations crosslinguistically
For example in the domain of NP subject omission the relevant question becomes the following
How and to what extent is the syntactic component operative in determining the referent of the
subject NP
For the languages that have been discussed above there are two separate yet consonant syntactic
devices which are involved in picking out NP referents namely AGR features and subject NPs
In fact one may think about the obligatory presence or absence of such devices in terms of a
languagespeci c division of labor with regard to the issue of the recoverability of NP referents
Languages may be making use of a single syntactic device to help pick out referents  eg either
overt AGR or NP subjects are obligatory Italian or Swedish  or they may be using both devices
German Colloquial Finnish or neither Chinese in the latter case contextual support becomes
the only way of determining referentiality
In terms of the division of labor metaphor one might say that in the German type languages
there is a maximal syntactic involvement in the pragmatic issue of determining NP referents since
both overt AGR and NP subjects are required for all persons Similarly in the case of Finnish and
Hebrew syntax seems to play a central role in the resolution of the problem of referentiality by
making fully explicit syntactically the dierences between stnd and rd as expressed through
their dierent positions on the tree
	
	
Pronouns are considered to be a special case of full NPs	 Although even with the pronoun third person remains

We have thus reached a manyfold characterization of the interaction between syntax and dis
course in the case of NP subject omission rather than a diachotomous one as proposed in Huang
 It is most likely that once the problem of NP subject omission is further examined there
might be more ways than contemplated here in which the interaction between syntax and discourse
will manifest itself
opaque yet we assume that the redundant mention of AGR  pronoun potentially assists in the recoverability of the
referent of rd person	

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